INTRODUCTION

Personal Sound Amplification Products (PSAPs) are devices that are intended to amplify hard to hear environmental sounds to enhance hearing in difficult listening situations but not to compensate for hearing impairment. However, many high quality PSAPs have advertised features that are similar to modern hearing aids. These PSAPs have the advantages of lower cost and easier accessibility relative to hearing aids. Therefore, PSAPs could potentially benefit some hearing-impaired listeners, especially those who have not used amplification before. We define potential PSAP candidates as those with mild to moderate hearing loss and reported some listening difficulties in everyday situations.

Research purpose

The purpose of this study was to examine the preference of PSAPs and hearing aids by listening different sounds processed by these devices.

- Q1: How well did different devices process the same sound?
- Q2: How well did each device process different sounds?
- Q3: Do PSAP candidates prefer PSAPs or hearing aids?

METHODS

A. Target audiogram

A target audiogram (red bolded line in the figure below) was determined based on a review of 571 audiograms of potential PSAP candidates in the Memphis Speech and Hearing Center subject database. This target audiogram was used for guiding participant recruitment and fitting/verifying hearing devices.

B. Participants

Twenty adults (age range: 26-83) with mild to moderate sensorineural hearing loss participated. Nine participants were experienced hearing aid users. Audiograms for the 20 test ears are shown in the figure on the right.

C. Hearing devices and fitting

- Examples of 2 premium BTE hearing aids, 2 basic BTE hearing aids, and 2 high quality PSAPs (PSAP1 and PSAP2) were used. The hearing aids were from 2 major manufacturers.
- Real-ear measurements were performed on a KEMAR using an AudioscanVerify. All devices were adjusted to match the NAL-NL2 targets. The following figure shows the Speechmapping findings (MPO, 70 dB, and 55 dB) for the devices.

RESULTS

A. How well did different devices process the same sound?

- Three stimuli: (1) Dialogue in quiet (speech), (2) Everyday noises (hair dryer, dishes, electric fan, keyboard typing, airplane, earplug, and pen tapping; See Johnson et al., 2012 for details), and (3) Music (Jack Tar March).
- In a double-wall sound treated room, KEMAR wore each device on his left ear with a closed dome. Recorded speech and music were presented from a loudspeaker at 0° azimuth. Everyday noises were presented live by the researchers at 0° azimuth.
- Amplified sounds at KEMAR’s simulated eardrum were digitally recorded in WAV format.
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LIMITATIONS

- Only 2 hearing aid and 2 PSAP manufacturers were used.
- Only evaluated performance in a laboratory setting.
- The devices were fit to an average hearing loss without individualized adjustments.
- Some features (e.g., directional microphones, vented earmolds) which might affect performance in the real-world were not considered for this study.

CONCLUSIONS

In the laboratory setting, PSAPs performed as well as hearing aids for everyday noises and music, but not for speech. Results also suggested that different devices process some kind of sounds more effectively than other kinds of sounds.
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